
A F R I D E L I C
T R I P  a  d i g i t a l  w o r l d

Revising the functions of a mask; these face filters
will be used as a tool to show one's trueself instead
of hiding.

O V E R V I E W

The relationship between traditional african masks
and face filters; Exploring the possibilities of face
filters being used to promote being african.

"The potential of AR to shake up the world is slowly taking shape - right now, it's a
lawless free-for-all."
 - MoMA New York

AFRIDELIC: trip a digital world. Traditional &
digital art has changed the view of African art to
an international art community. AFRIDELIC
presents themes influenced by African mysticism,
using augmented reality as a realm of interaction
between humanity and the spiritual or cosmic
realms. This project is heavily led by Johannesburg
based artist Von Mash - whose digital artworks
take us on journeys into a vaporwave "afridelic"
experience. vonMash's work aims at upliftment
and eye opening perspective of who we are as
Africans. His works shine a light on our spiritual
connection to the universe. We are kings and
queens of space and time.

The exhibition is built to take form in a augmented
reality as a collaboration between curator / digital
artist Xopher Wallace and digital artist vonMash.

THE PROJECT WILL CONSIST OF 2 FACE FILTERS AND
AN AR ART GALLERY SHOWROOM

Von Mash digital artworks will be showcased in the AR
showroom via the back camera. His art works being
the core inspiration of the project.



AFRIDELIC will be live on Fak'ugesi's
INSTAGRAM and FACEBOOK account as a
FILTER camera function in October 2020.  
 With the help on social media influencers
using these experiences and sharing it to

their followers.
Social media users who are following or not
following the account is able to access the

exhibition through the phone's camera
using the following methods.

Face Filiter (Front Camera) AR Exhibition Showroom (Back Camera)

Users experiencing the project can share the experience
immediately by recording or taking photos with their

phones.

On Fak'ugesi's website 

On Fak'ugesi's Facebook and
Instagram accounts

Swipe up function to the effects will be available
for Facebook and Instagram story posts 

- There will be a smiley face tab
on the Instagram profile

 - Through a Facebook post, the filter
links will be provided as it takes you
to the camera of the Messenger app

- There will be filter links

- Our instagram influencers will also
enable the swipe up feature to their
followers to reach a wider audience

AR GALLERY 1 
https://www.instagram.com/ar/290557485304965/?

ch=OTA0MDVmZjJmZjkyZjgyYWM4ZjEyZWUxYzkzNjRkOWU%3D

AR GALLERY  2
https://www.instagram.com/ar/595948871036808/?

ch=MDQwODkyM2IyODJkNGM4OWQyNTJlYjA0YjBhZGEyYjE%3D

FACE FILTER 1
https://www.instagram.com/ar/238910917171620/

VON MASH : https://vonmash.com


